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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1261: Soul Tempest! 

“Damn it! Could it be that even the Soul Suppressing Pearl isn’t this Deathsoul Tree’s match either? Why 

doesn’t it have any reaction at all?!” 

Although Ye Yuan’s divine soul was frozen, he did not completely lose his ability to think. 

His only hope right now was the Soul Suppressing Pearl. 

But the Soul Suppressing Pearl did not react at all. This made him incredibly anxious. 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul was pulled out of the body bit by bit. The crow’s eyes were like a bottomless abyss 

where Ye Yuan fell non-stop. 

All of a sudden, the Soul Suppressing Pearl had a trace of undulation once more! 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul that had just left the body halfway was pulled back once more! 

“En? What’s going on?” The crow said in surprise. 

This move of his had never failed before. Even Deity Realm powerhouses, as long as they stared at his 

eyes, they would also not be able to shake off the fate of having their souls absorbed. 

But today, he actually failed! 

The other party was still a mortal who was not even Deity Realm. 

“Legends have it that the Atavism Dragon Soul is the dragon race’s strongest divine soul. Ao Qin that old 

thing’s strength is unfathomable. Being able to resist the Netherworld Look isn’t impossible either. 

However ... unless it’s that old thing’s main body personally descending, otherwise, nobody can save his 

descendant!” muttered the crow to itself. 

Suddenly, that crow in the center opened up its wings, and actually flew onto Ye Yuan’s head! 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul that had just settled down was akin to being struck by lightning once more. 

The crow opened its sharp beak and reached towards the top of Ye Yuan’s head. A suction that shook 

the soul instantly enveloped Ye Yuan’s whole body. 

But in the next instant, the crow cried out in terror! 

“Soul Suppressing Pearl! Turns out it’s the Soul Suppressing Pearl! Damn it! Damn it! How can it be the 

Soul Suppressing Pearl? Argh!” 

The crow seemed to have suffered an immense scare, his cry filled with despair. 

He flapped his wings twice, wanting to leave Ye Yuan’s body. 

Except, it was already too late! 

A terrifying suction emitted from the top of Ye Yuan’s head, directly sucking the black crow in. 
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The black crow did not absorb Ye Yuan’s divine soul but was devoured by Ye Yuan instead. 

Accurately speaking, it was not Ye Yuan, but the Soul Suppressing Pearl! 

Ye Yuan could distinctly sense that the black crow was directly swallowed up by the Soul Suppressing 

Pearl. 

“Huff, huff, huff ...” 

Ye Yuan gasped heavily for air, finally breaking free from that terrifying shackle. 

He wanted to go rescue White Light and Lu-er straight away! 

It was just that before Ye Yuan took action, Ye Yuan just felt his sea of consciousness buzz. A terrifying 

soul tempest swept out with him as the center. 

This soul tempest was too frightening. Ye Yuan could not withstand this kind of impact at all. His two 

eyes rolled back at once, fainting away. 

A black bead slowly flew out from inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, suspending in the air. 

For some time, a fierce gale sprang up. 

With the Soul Suppressing Pearl as the center, it formed a soul vortex. 

This vortex became larger and larger. The storm became increasingly stronger! 

“Ahh, ahh, ahh! After that old thing died, hasn’t the Soul Suppressing Pearl long gone missing? Why 

would it appear on this brat?” 

The Deathsoul Tree gave off a shrill miserable scream, seized with immense terror. 

Except, the soul tempest that the Soul Suppressing Pearl gave off became larger and larger. That 

horrifying suction, even the Deathsoul Tree was actually unable to withstand it too! 

This storm spread to the entire Death Marsh very quickly. 

The entire god-forbidden region’s unknown existences all detected this terrifying undulation. 

This undulation made their hearts palpitate vigorously! 

Those living in this god-forbidden region were all existences that the Divine Realm was unable to 

imagine. 

... 

In a mountain range, two pairs of eyes were revealed in the darkness. 

In the eyes, it was full of fear. 

“What kind of aura is this, such powerful undulations! Looks like it’s coming from the Death Marsh that 

side?” 

“It’s the Soul Suppressing Pearl! One of Immortal Grove Empyrean’s personal three great magic 

treasures! It’s the Immortal Grove Region’s supreme soul artifact! Five million years ago, the Immortal 



Grove Empyrean perished. With his Dao vanishing, the Soul Suppressing Pearl went missing. I didn’t 

expect that five million years later, it finally came into being once more!” 

“Immortal Grove Empyrean? Who is that?” 

“That’s the sovereign of this Immortal Grove Region, an existence that the likes of us look up to!” 

“An existence that even you, Father, look up to? Just how strong is that?” 

“How strong? Huhu, strong beyond your imagination!” 

“Then the Deathsoul Tree?” 

“Huhu, that guy dared to provoke the Soul Suppressing Pearl’s new master! That’s courting death 

himself. Nobody can save him! Once the soul tempest kicks off, those guys will probably all have to 

restrain themselves a bit. Devouring the Deathsoul Tree, the Soul Suppressing Pearl probably should 

awaken thoroughly as well!” 

... 

No idea how long had passed either. The storm finally settled down. 

Ye Yuan finally recovered a trace of consciousness and only felt that his head was splitting. 

Virtually right away, he thought of White Light and Lu-er, and suddenly recalled things. 

“White Light! Lu-er!” Ye Yuan cried out in shock. 

“Big Brother (Young Master), we’re here!” 

“Big Brother Yuan, you finally woke up!” 

Three familiar voices sounded out by his ear, making Ye Yuan feel like he was dreaming. 

He glanced at White Light and looked at Lu-er, and said in surprise and bewilderment, “You ... You guys 

are fine?” 

White Light said, “We don’t know what happened either. When we woke up, we were lying here just like 

you! Lu-er and I woke up around the same time. Only the time you were in a coma was a little longer.” 

No matter what, seeing that the two people were safe and sound, a large rock in Ye Yuan’s heart finally 

landed. 

Recalling that scene of White Light and Lu-er being snatched of their souls, Ye Yuan really felt like a knife 

was being twisted in his heart at that time. 

Even now, he was shaking with lingering fear too. 

Ye Yuan suddenly looked towards Li-er and said, “Li-er, you didn’t have your soul snatch. Did you see 

anything inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda?” 

Li-er shook her head and said, “Although I didn’t have my soul seized, I was the same as you all, being 

restraint by that Deathsoul Tree. Later on, the soul tempest started, and I became unaware of 

everything.” 



The four people exchanged changes. All had vacant looks, totally unaware of what happened in-

between. 

There was still the Shi Potian by the side who likewise had a blank look. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, and he sunk his divine sense into the Soul Suppressing Pearl. He discovered 

that the Soul Suppressing Pearl was still suspended in his sea of consciousness, the same as before. It 

was as if nothing happened at all. 

“Just what the hell is this Soul Suppressing Pearl? The things that happened before are simply 

unimaginably mysterious!” Ye Yuan said absentmindedly. 

Watching White Light and Lu-er being devoured by the crow, Ye Yuan virtually already ascertained the 

two of their deaths. 

But did not expect that after the soul tempest, the two people appeared in front of him again perfectly 

well. 

Beyond the wild ecstasy, Ye Yuan was more surprised. 

This Soul Suppressing Pearl was seriously unfathomable, making him feel completely at a loss. 

That Deathsoul Tree was a legendary existence, an existence even more horrifying than Deity Realm 

powerhouses. 

But the Soul Suppressing Pearl actually utterly crushed it! 

“En?” Ye Yuan was suddenly startled and said, “We seem to have already exited the Death Marsh. What 

about that Deathsoul Tree?” 

The other four people had blank faces too. They also did not know what in the world happened. 

Ye Yuan was helpless and said, “Alright, don’t think anymore if we can’t figure it out. We’d best go find 

the Kunwu Divine Wood!” 

At this time, inside the Soul Suppressing Pearl, a phantom gradually condensed. 

His gaze seemed to pierce through space, landing on Ye Yuan, who was currently pressing on with his 

journey. 

“Huhu, five million years already, the Soul Suppressing Pearl finally has a successor!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1262: Breakthrough, Tier 9 Grand Completion! 

“Big Brother, it’s so strange! Isn’t it said that the god-forbidden region is the forbidden area of Deity 

Realm powerhouses? Why didn’t we encounter any more dangers after we came out of the Death 

Marsh?” 

From narrowly escaping death inside the Death Marsh, more than half a month’s time already passed. 

White Light discovered to his surprise that it was actually unusually peaceful along the way! 
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That intense sense of danger when they originally stepped foot into the god-forbidden region actually 

vanished without a trace. 

This fierce contrast simply made the four people somewhat at a loss on what to do. 

Even if it was Ye Yuan, entering the God-forbidden region this time, he also carried the resolve of not 

coming out alive. 

But now, it was too easy! 

The four of them almost became doing sightseeing along the way now. 

Was this god-forbidden region still the Divine Realm’s legendary deathtrap? 

“Most likely, the reason still lies with the Soul Suppressing Pearl’s abnormal activity at that time! Could it 

be that all of the living things in this god-forbidden region are all afraid of the Soul Suppressing Pearl? 

This isn’t too likely, right?” Ye Yuan said speechlessly. 

But White Light said with an excited look, “Big Brother, this Soul Suppressing Pearl was what I helped 

you find back then! Haha, didn’t expect that today, it actually had such a great effect, to be able to let us 

travel inside this god-forbidden region akin to walking on flat ground.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Haha, your contributions are the greatest! But I keep feeling that it’s not that 

simple! I remember that the Deathsoul Tree mention before Immortal Grove Region on that day, while 

Kanuo had also once mentioned the Immortal Grove Region before! Can it be that our Divine Realm’s 

original name was called Immortal Grove Region? Also, Skydistant had also once said before that the 

Vast Heaven Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl were both foreign treasures. Even Senior Absolute Heaven 

doesn’t know their origins! Seems like ... apart from this Divine Realm, there’s really another space!” 

Li-er’s heart suddenly stirred and said to Ye Yuan, “Big Brother Yuan, do you think those Deity Realm 

powerhouses have gone to the other space?” 

Ye Yuan gave her a strange glance and said with a nod, “Hearing you say so, it’s really a possibility! 

Perhaps they detected in advance Heavenly Dao’s absence, and nobody was willing to remain in the 

Divine Realm, and all the Deity Realm powerhouses joined forces and opened up the entrance leading to 

the other world!” 

The more Ye Yuan said, the more likely it felt! 

This way, all of the things could be explained! 

Heavenly Dao being absent, even if they were Origin Deity Realm, they would also have to be 

suppressed back to Dao Profound Realm, which Deity Realm powerhouse was willing? 

Even if their laws comprehension was any greater, they were merely just a slightly stronger Half-Deity 

powerhouse. 

These people originally stood high above the masses. Making them mingle together with mortals again, 

it was completely impossible for them to be willing. 



Furthermore, the otherworldly place might be a higher-level space. They might have the chance to 

attain an even higher realm. 

Ye Yuan felt like he seemed to have touched upon the truth of the 100 thousand year mystery that was 

covered by dust! 

“Immortal Grove Region! Immortal Grove Region! Why is it called Immortal Grove Region? Also, why 

would Heavenly Dao be missing a part? Heh heh, those Deity Realm powerhouses all prided themselves 

on being exceptional but left behind such an awful mess. Truly a bunch of god-like existences!” 

Ye Yuan’s words were filled with ridicule, being very contemptuous towards those so-called Deity Realm 

powerhouses. 

He did not believe that those Deity Realm powerhouses did not know the peril of the fiend race! 

But those people left without turning back and did not even give a warning! 

Those so-called Deity Realm powerhouses, Ye Yuan held them in great contempt. 

“If it was really like this, they are simply a group of trash! What a waste of their phenomenal strength, 

becoming deserters and leaving behind the Divine Realm’s trillions of living things to suffer the fiend 

race’s abyss misery!” White Light also said indignantly. 

Li-er sighed and said, “In this world, how many powerhouses are there that take on responsibility like 

Senior Absolute Heaven, Senior Fang Tian, and Big Brother Yuan? Those Deity Realm powerhouses 

looked at other people leaving, how could they be willing to stay themselves, to be cannon fodders? 

Perhaps in their eyes, their lives are much more important than these trillions of life!” 

Listening finish, Ye Yuan trio deeply felt that way too. 

Probably in those Deity Realm powerhouses’ eyes, they indeed thought that way. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s face fell. A powerful divine sense locked onto him brazenly. 

“Jeje, I didn’t expect to actually run into you guys here! Truly enemies meet on a narrow path!” 

A figure blocked the few people at the front. It was none other than precisely Zhuge Qingxuan! 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “You’re really a ghost that lingers on persistently!” 

“Brat, you ruined my million years of painstaking effort, could it be that you think this deity will let you 

go?” Li Gui said. 

Ye Yuan’s expression darkened, and he said, “Where’s Zhuge Qingxuan? Dead?” 

“Humph! Not watching you die with my own eyes, how can this seat die?” This time, it switched to 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s voice. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him nonchalantly and said with disdain, “Looks like you’re not planning on 

making a move yourself anymore. Huhu, looks like your confidence is worn away by this young master. 

The Divine Realm’s number one is merely like so!” 



Ye Yuan had long figured out Zhuge Qingxuan’s temper. Even if the other party knew that this was a 

goading technique, he would fall for it too. 

But this time, Ye Yuan miscalculated! 

It was only to hear Zhuge Qingxuan give a cold snort and said, “Humph! You want to goad me into 

fighting with me, I’m afraid that I’ll have to disappoint you! Because as long as I can watch you die, this 

seat is willing to be mocked by you!” 

“Jeje, boy, I have to admit that you’re very impressive! Someone as prideful as Zhuge Qingxuan actually 

forcefully had his pride effaced by you! Your talent is even greater than Absolute Heaven! It’s too bad 

that ... you were born in the wrong time!” Li Gui had an appearance of taking delight in others’ 

misfortune. 

Clearly, these two people had long reached some kind of tacit understanding already. 

With regard to dealing with Ye Yuan, their objective was to kill Ye Yuan. 

For this, Zhuge Qingxuan even gave up on personally taking action! 

Because he knew that no matter how hard he tried, he could not kill Ye Yuan too! 

Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Like that, I I got it! Looks like today, we can’t end things without a 

bloody battle!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan put the others away inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

When Li Gui saw this scene, he said with a faint smile, “Bloody battle? Boy, you’re thinking too much! 

With this deity’s strength, you can only contend with me by using the Voice of the Dragon God. It’s a 

shame that displaying the Voice of the Dragon God with Tier 9 strength, you can at most only last three 

breaths of time, right? As long as this deity tides over these three breaths, you’re dead!” 

Ye Yuan used two breaths of time the last time, and Li Gui calculated his limits. 

Although the Voice of the Dragon God was strong, his Divine Dao laws were too powerful! 

The Voice of the Dragon God that had always prevailed could not achieve a certain-kill effect with him. 

Since it could not achieve a certain-kill effect, using this move was equivalent to seeking death. 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly, but did not take it seriously at all and said indifferently, “Is that so? If my 

conjectures are right, your current strength is also less than 10%! Since I can’t deal with you in my 

current state, then I’ll ... break through then!” 

Done talking, all the essence energy in Ye Yuan’s surged! 

A surge of terrifying essence energy undulation roused the entire god-forbidden region until a storm 

raged and clouds gathered! 

Li Gui’s expression changed, and he said in terror, “This ... Tier 9 grand completion, Half-Deity Realm!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1263: Half-Deity Realm 
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To other people, Tier 9 grand completion and Half-Deity Realm still had an immense gap. 

Because even if one’s Essence, Energy, and Spirit, all reached grand completion, it was also not Half-

Deity Realm. 

Heart realm grand completion, this hurdle, stumped countless heroes. 

But what Ye Yuan was lacking was merely just on aspect of essence energy realm. 

Of course, essence energy realm reaching peak Divine King also could not be accomplished with one 

stroke. 

But Ye Yuan could. 

Exchanging blows the last time, Ye Yuan had merely just stepped into becoming a first-rate divine king. 

They had just separated not long ago, and Ye Yuan actually directly broke through already. 

This was the part that Li Gui was really shocked at. 

Even when placed in their era, he had never seen before such rapid breakthrough as well. 

“What are you still waiting for? Take the opportunity when he’s breaking through and directly take his 

life!” 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s tone was somber but revealed some anxiousness. 

“What the hell do you know? He has already triggered Half-Deity Realm and merged the Essence, 

Energy, and Spirit, three paths, achieving Half-Deity Realm! Going forward to kill him at this time is 

opposing the Heavenly Dao. You’ll be annihilated straight away! If you want to die, go forward. At most, 

this deity will find another physical body!” Li Gui scolded angrily. 

“Humph! Didn’t you claim to be a peak Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouse? To actually not even 

dare face the breakthrough of Half-Deity Realm!” Zhuge Qingxuan said with a cold smile. 

“It’s useless even if you goad me! If it were a million years ago, this deity really wouldn’t take this level 

of Heavenly Dao seriously. But now ... heh heh.” 

The meaning of his words was naturally that he did not dare to make a move against Ye Yuan anymore. 

Although Zhuge Qingxuan was anxious, he also knew that Li Gui’s hatred toward Ye Yuan was even 

stronger than his. If the tribulation was able to kill him, Li Gui absolutely would not make a move. 

“Then Could it be that we’re going to watch him break through just like this?” Zhuge Qingxuan said 

solemnly. 

“Even if he breaks through to the Half-Deity Realm, it’s also merely the strength of Divine Dao second-

stage. Although your physical body is a little shabby, this deity still has some confidence in dealing with 

him!” Li Gui said. 

Zhuge Qingxuan unexpectedly did not refute Li Gui’s words. Ye Yuan breaking through to Half-Deity 

Realm, he could already completely crush him in terms of realm. 



Actually, Zhuge Qingxuan had long cultivated Essence, Energy, and Spirit, three paths, to grand 

completion already. Except, that final heart realm boundary kept failing to break through to the realm of 

Heaven Man Unity.” 

This disparity with Ye Yuan was not a tiny bit. 

Li Gui was not shitting on him, but merely stating a face. 

... 

At this moment, Ye Yuan finally experienced what was called Heaven Man Unity! 

That moment when his essence energy reached grand completion, Ye Yuan produced a kind of 

wondrous resonance with the Heavenly Dao. 

His Essence, Energy, and Spirit, three paths, reached unprecedented harmony at this moment. 

“Mortals come from the Earth, the Earth is born from Heaven, Heaven originates from Dao, Dao is the 

source! This is the Half-Deity Realm!” 

Ye Yuan felt that he was unprecedentedly powerful. 

Previous life, Ye Yuan had similarly reached peak Divine King. But this feeling now was completely 

different from that time. 

Essence energy, fleshy body, divine soul, under the mediation of Heaven Man Unity, became an entity 

formed by nature. 

No matter which path one chooses, the other two paths would provide a massive compounding power. 

Just this step and Ye Yuan felt a world of difference from his strength before! 

No wonder Fang Tian was able to have an earth-shaking great battle with Kanuo. Such strength had 

virtually reached the limits under Deity Realm already. 

But Ye Yuan sensed that he was currently in a kind of critical state. 

That fleeting and ephemeral Deity Realm seemed to be within arm’s length! 

In the Divine Dao Era, there was originally no so-called Half-Deity Realm. 

Being able to cultivate the heart realm to the Heaven Man Unity grand completion, breaking through to 

the Deity Realm was virtually something that happened without extra effort. 

Because this step was the critical step to break through to the Deity Realm! 

With the heart realm as the mediator, perfectly reconciling Essence, Energy, and Spirit, touching that 

fleeting and ephemeral Heavenly Dao. This was the crucial step to become a deity. 

But when Ye Yuan attempted to touch that Heavenly Dao, he discovered that he could not touch it at all. 

Not too high to reach, just unable to touch! 



That sort of feeling was just like someone who used strength to grab something. As a result, the person 

grabbed too hard and missed, extremely dispirited. 

That Heavenly Dao was absent! 

It did not exist! 

At this moment, Ye Yuan finally understood Fang Tian’s feelings. 

This feeling of being within arm’s length, but also out of reach, simply made people go crazy. 

“Jeje, this feeling of wanting to breakthrough, but being unable to break through, is unpleasant, right?” 

Li Gui said sarcastically. 

Ye Yuan shot him an indifferent glance and said, “Aren’t you even more pitiful than I am? Clearly have 

peak Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm’s divine soul, but you’re being suppressed at Half-Deity Realm. It’s 

very unpleasant, right?” 

Li Gui’s expression turned cold, and he said in a cold voice, “What a razor-tongued brat! You ruined my 

million years of bitter effort, today, I’ll make your blood-debt in blood!” 

Sure enough, even though Ye Yuan had touched upon Heavenly Dao, he had not experienced it 

personally before. 

But Li Gui clearly had that strength but was forcefully suppressed at Half-Deity Realm. This made people 

even more depressed. 

That sort of feeling was like he wanted to emerge out of the surface of the water but forcefully had his 

head pressed down by someone. 

And yet, he could not lift his head. 

“Bring it on. I want to experience a bit just what kind of strength peak Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm is 

like,” Ye Yuan said disdainfully. 

Li Gui’s fury was finally incited by Ye Yuan. 

It was only to see his face turned cold. The surrounding space immediately wailed with ghostly shrieks 

and howls. 

Countless savage ghostly figures blotted out the skies and covered the earth and chomped down 

towards Ye Yuan. 

“Hundred Ghosts Devouring the Soul!” 

This move was the cumulation of essence energy and Ghost Dao. Not only did it harm the person’s body, 

it similarly had tremendous damage on the divine soul. 

With Li Gui’s laws boundary, this move naturally could not be underestimated. 

However, Ye Yuan did not have the slightest change in countenance on his face. The Evil Extermination 

Sword suddenly attacked. An incomparably pure sword energy flew everywhere, charging over towards 

those fierce ghosts. 



“Monumental Sword!” 

With righteous air in one’s chest, heroism was unbeatable1! 

The moment this move was unleashed, it possessed the might of heaven and earth, and at the same 

time, it was the jinx of those ferocious ghosts! 

Ye Yuan displaying this move with Half-Deity Realm, the power naturally could not be mentioned in the 

same breath. It was no idea how many times stronger than before! 

In less than ten breaths, those ferocious ghosts were slaughtered clean. 

Seeing this scene, Li Gui’s expression could not help changing. 

He naturally knew about Ye Yuan’s Monumental Sword. He did not hope for this move to be able to 

cause any damage to Ye Yuan’s main body. 

His true target was Ye Yuan’s divine soul. 

But ... Ye Yuan seemed to be completely fine. He was utterly immune to this divine soul attack! 

“What moves do you still have, feel free to use them!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ye Yuan naturally knew that this move of Li Gui’s contained an exceedingly powerful divine soul attack. 

But regarding divine soul attacks, he did not need to defend at all. 

With the Soul Suppressing Pearl around, any divine soul attacks were existences like paper tigers. 

“Humph! Damn Absolute Heaven, truly lingering on persistently! Since that’s the case, I want to take a 

look at whether or not your successor can withstand my Undying Ghost Slaughter move!” 

Li Gui smiled coldly. A terrifying divine soul power spread out. Heaven and earth changed colors because 

of it! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1264: Getting Completely out of Hand! 

This human race martial artists’ pinnacle great battle aroused the attention of quite a number of 

powerhouses in the god-forbidden region. 

Of course, this level of fight was not considered some unparalleled great battle to them. 

When that pair of father and son saw Li Gui’s terrifying undulations, they said indifferently, “The laws 

are not bad. It’s just too bad that what he cultivates is Ghost Dao. Using the Ghost Dao in front of the 

Soul Suppressing Pearl, isn’t this simply like an elderly person eating arsenic, seeking death?” 

“The Soul Suppressing Pearl is really too scary! These few years, the Deathsoul Tree has cornered the 

Kunwu Divine Wood badly. I didn’t expect that it was directly annihilated,” the son said. 

“Devouring the Deathsoul Tree, the Soul Suppressing Pearl has probably already awakened. It’s just that 

that boy hasn’t detected it yet. Nothing nice to see anymore, the guy that cultivates Ghost Dao is dead 

for sure,” the father said. 
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... 

Inside another deep and quiet valley, powerful undulations faintly leaked out. 

Suddenly, a disdainful voice came out from inside the valley. 

“Clowns jumping around! Showing off in the presence of an expert!” 

... 

On the mountaintop, a luxuriantly green large tree overshadowed and obscured the sun. 

Different from the Deathsoul Tree’s lifeless atmosphere, this large tree was overflowing with life force. 

A young man sat on the treetop, looking into the distance. That gaze seemed to pieced through the void, 

seeing very far away places. 

“Heh, interesting. Using the Ghost Dao in front of the Soul Suppressing Pearl, it’s truly the ignorant is 

fearless! However ... the Soul Suppressing Pearl has just regained consciousness, it probably really needs 

this kind of nourishment!” the youngster said. 

“That human seems to be here to find us,” the large tree suddenly emitted a voice. 

“How do you know? Possessing the World Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl, I wonder if this 

boy can save this Immortal Grove Region that is on the brink of collapse or not!” the young man said. 

“Probably can’t! The Realm Locking Gate isn’t that easy to pass through,” the big tree said. 

“You’re so sure? I’m very optimistic about this boy though!” the young man said with a smile. 

... 

Li Gui’s martial technique was cast halfway when he detected something amiss. 

Undying Ghost Slaughter was the strongest soul technique that he could cast. If at his prime back then, 

even same-level powerhouses did not dare to clash head-on either. 

Those capable of suppressing him was also just Absolute Heaven, that level of existence. 

If he could refine himself into an undying evil ghost and use this move again, he definitely dared to 

contend with Absolute Heaven. 

It was just that, man proposes, God disposes. A million years later, Heavenly Dao dwindled to zero. He 

was already unable to return to Deity Realm anymore. 

What was even more damnable was that this boy in front of him ruined his million years of painstaking 

effort, making him fail on the cusp of success. 

Even so, the Undying Ghost Slaughter, this move, was also an unbelievably terrifying existence. 

But Li Gui discovered to his dismay that this move of his seemed to have set off some remarkable things. 

No matter how he outputted soul force, he was unable to completely execute this attack. 

It was as if this move became a bottomless pit. 



His soul force flowed into Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness unceasingly. 

Ye Yuan clearly also detected the Soul Suppressing Pearl’s changes. The him who was originally akin to 

facing a great enemy simply just abandoned all actions at this time, allowing the Soul Suppressing Pearl 

to conduct itself freely. 

The situation got completely out of hand. 

The look of horror on Li Gui’s face became increasingly thicker. He wanted to withdraw his soul force, 

but he discovered to his dismay that he already could not do it. 

Right now, his soul force seemed like floodwaters that broke the dam, flowing over toward Ye Yuan’s 

sea of consciousness non-stop. 

“Ye Yuan, you ... What the hell did you do? This ... What’s going on here?” Li Gui’s face was full of alarm 

and panic. His voice was even almost in tears. 

Li Gui examined himself and felt that he was already an expert on the divine soul path. There was 

absolutely nothing that he did not understand. 

But he discovered to his dismay that he completely could not understand the current situation. 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “You know it, I didn’t do anything.” 

He really did not do anything, but would Li Gui believe? 

It was because Ye Yuan did nothing at all that Li Gui felt even more fishy. 

He knelt on the ground with a thud and prostrated to Ye Yuan and said, “Young Master Ye! Sir Ye! 

Master Ye 1! I ... I was wrong! I beg you to let me off! I ... I won’t ever find trouble with you again! You ... 

You didn’t lose anything at all, but I already have nothing at all anymore! I beg you to give me a chance 

to turn over a new leaf and let me off!” 

This terrifying devouring power, he was completely powerless to resist. 

No matter how he urged his Divine Dao laws, he was also unable to break free of Ye Yuan’s devouring 

power. 

Li Gui even had the heart to die. Just what kind of an existence did he provoke?! 

Ye Yuan said with a helpless look, “Not that I’m not letting you off, but I really didn’t do anything at all!” 

The Soul Suppressing Pearl was not what he could control at all. From the start till now, all of the Soul 

Suppressing Pearl’s actions were done on its own. 

This time was no exception as well. 

Huff huff ... 

The devouring power became stronger and stronger. Li Gui’s devoured was actually pulled right out of 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s body in the end, converging into Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness in the end. 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s entire body trembled, looking at this scene in shock. 



Without Li Gui, he also lost his final reliance. 

The current him facing Ye Yuan, he did not have any strength to retaliate at all. 

“Y-Ye Yuan, I ... I ...” 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s expression was deathly pale. He completely did not expect that such a drama-like 

scene would actually occur. 

In his view, no matter how miserable, this was also a great battle evenly-match on both sides. 

Who knew that in a blink of an eye, Li Gui was devoured until not even dregs remained. 

He retook his body’s control rights anew now. But, he had never lost all hope like this before, resulting 

in him not even knowing how to word it. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “You want me to let you go, right?” 

Zhuge Qingxuan was stunned and nodded his head desperately. 

But Ye Yuan said disdainfully, “Our enmity is also not irresolvable. But too bad, you sought refuge with 

the fiend race. This is something that this young master cannot tolerate. Therefore, sorry! Your life, I 

must take it!” 

Hearing Ye Yuan sentence him to death, Zhuge Qingxuan’s face turned ghastly pale. 

Suddenly, he lifted his head to the sky and gave a long howl and said, “What a joke! Ye Yuan, you don’t 

really think that you’re the savior, right? Do you know how strong Kanuo is? He’s a former Origin Deity 

Realm powerhouse! Do you think that you can be his match?” 

Ye Yuan said very indifferently, “Otherwise, why do you think this young master would come to the 

Godsfall Mountain Range?” 

“You want to become a deity? Hahaha ... this is even more unrealistic than suppressing Kanuo!” Zhuge 

Qingxuan said with a crazed laugh. 

Ye Yuan pursed his lips and said scornfully, “That’s not something you have to be worried about 

anymore. Either way, you can’t see it anymore.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan directly used the Monumental Sword! 

The Half-Deity Realm Ye Yuan displaying this move again, the power already could not be mentioned in 

the same breath! 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s gaze revealed a savage look, and he said ferociously, “Your father, I, will fight it out 

with you! Profound Divinity Finger!” 

Before Ye Yuan had broken through to Half-Deity Realm, Zhuge Qingxuan was already not his match. 

How could this half-baked move currently be Ye Yuan’s match? 

A sword unleashing, swept away all obstacles in the way. 

Zhuge Qingxuan did not even let out a scream and was directly annihilated by this sword. 



The Heaven Stabilizing Divine King, who had commanded the Divine Realm for over two thousand years, 

perished here! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1265: World Tree 

“Ye Qing, can you feel the aura of the Kunwu Divine Wood?” 

“Mmm, there’s a very strong wood-spirit energy ahead. I feel like … that being seems to be guiding us 

forward.” 

Ye Yuan was stunned when he heard that: “Guiding us forward?” 

Ye Qing nodded his head: “To be able to release such terrifying wood-spirit energy, that being is too 

strong. It’s completely not what we’re capable of surmising. I think he should have discovered us long 

ago, and even … already knew our objective of this trip. Because apart from the Kunwu Divine Wood in 

this place, I can’t sense the auras of any other existences.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and did not reveal a surprised expression. 

The existences in this God-forbidden region were all what they were unable to imagine. 

Just talking about that Deathsoul Tree, Ye Yuan could not even move a finger in front of him. 

Ye Qing was the most sensitive towards wood-spirit energy. Hence, that was why he had Ye Qing lead 

the way. 

Sure enough, before long, Ye Qing detected a powerful wood-spirit energy. 

“Big Brother, I wonder whether the Kunwu Divine Wood taking the initiative to expose itself is a fiend or 

foe!” White Light said. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Whether friend or foe, we have to make this trip.” 

… 

Under Ye Qing’s lead, the party arrived under a mountain peak very soon. 

Above the mountaintop, an enormous tree towered above the clouds. 

That tree trunk was seemingly a heaven-supporting pillar. Even a thousand people might not be able to 

wrap around it either. 

The thick life force made Ye Yuan and the others who were far away at the foot of the mountain feel 

completely relaxed and refreshed in spirit. 

“Is this the Kunwu Divine Wood? What a terrifying existence!” White Light exclaimed with a sigh. 

“Rumor has it that the Kunwu Divine Wood is the source of the Divine Realm’s wood-spirit energy. It can 

be called the World Tree and is a part of Heavenly Dao laws. This Dao Defying Pill’s pill formula that I 

created was originally just a fleeting and ephemeral hint of enlightenment. But now, I’m already certain 

that I’m adding the finishing touch to Heavenly Dao, remaking Divine Dao within my body!” Ye Yuan’s 

gaze radiated rays of brilliant light as he said brimming with confidence. 
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Ye Yuan’s words made everyone endlessly shock, especially Shi Potian. Shi Potian had experienced the 

Divine Dao Era before and understood Heavenly Dao’s intangibleness more than Dao Profound Realm 

martial artists. 

But Ye Yuan actually wanted to attempt to reforge Heavenly Dao within his body! 

This kind of thinking was too conceited! Too arrogant! Too insane! Too unthinkable! 

But thinking carefully, they all could not help praising the brilliant idea of Ye Yuan! 

Cultivating by following the routine, no one could break this Heavenly Dao’s rules at all. 

This point was already proven for over 100 thousand years. 

Someone as powerful as Fang Tian was also unable to break this shackle. 

But, if one simulated Heavenly Dao using Alchemy Dao, remaking a Divine Dao law within the martial 

artist’s body, this was indeed a fantastic idea. 

“Haha, a fine reforging of Divine Dao! Well-deserving of being Immortal Grove Empyrean’s successor! 

This kind of inconceivable thinking simply takes people’s breath away in wonder!” 

A voice suddenly sounded out, giving everyone a fright. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s and the rest only felt a blur before their eyes. Their figures already involuntarily 

disappeared from where they stood. 

When they appeared again, they were already on top of the mountain peak, at the foot of the large tree. 

A young man was currently looking at them with a wide grin. That gaze was rather ruminating. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he asked probingly, “Could your esteemed self be … the Kunwu Divine 

Wood?” 

The young man sized Ye Yuan up, seemingly very interested in him. 

Hearing Ye Yuan asked this, the young man said with a smile, “You’re pretty good! Worthy of being Old 

Fart Immortal Grove’s successor! This idea of yours sounds crazy, but in fact, it’s the method that’s most 

likely to break Heavenly Dao shackles!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up when he heard that and said, “Senior also feels that this method can work?” 

“Of course! Heavenly Dao collapsed, Divine Dao dwindled to zero. No matter what method is used, it 

also can’t resist the decline of Heavenly Dao. But the spirit medicines that have experienced the Divine 

Dao Era before contains a part of Heavenly Dao. They are unable to independently resist the decline of 

Heavenly Dao. But if consolidating them together, there’s a possibility of constructing an independent 

Heavenly Dao within the martial artist’s body, breaking this shackle from there! One has to admit that 

this idea is very genius!” the young man said with an emotional sigh. 

Hearing the other party’s words, Ye Yuan felt extremely excited. 

Following his understanding of the Divine Realm becoming increasingly deeper, Ye Yuan also had more 

confidence in the feasibility of the Dao Defying Pill. 



Since Heavenly Dao was already gone, then he would just remake Heavenly Dao! 

A Heavenly Dao that belonged to him, one that only existed in his body! 

This train of thought was increasingly clear. 

This idea seemed to be very insane, but to Ye Yuan, it was not impossible to actualize it! 

The Heavenly Dao that Ye Yuan needed to construct was not a complete Heavenly Dao. 

He was just going to construct an initial-stage Grotto Profound Deity Realm’s Heavenly Dao, letting him 

be able to break through to Deity Realm successfully! 

Previous life, this idea was still very vague. But by relying on his exceedingly high comprehensions in 

Alchemy Dao, he faintly sensed this existence. 

One million years old spirit medicines did not just have these nine types. But these nine kinds of spirit 

medicines that Ye Yuan selected secretly contained Heavenly Dao. 

This was the nine kinds of spirit medicines that Ye Yuan selected only after going through repeated 

research. 

Talking about it was kind of vague and insubstantial, but by relying on his comprehension toward 

Alchemy Dao, Ye Yuan felt that these spirit medicines combining together would be able to achieve an 

unexpected effect. 

In this life, Ye Yuan’s comprehension of Heavenly Dao became increasingly profound. Coupled with his 

understanding of the Medicine God’s Soul Canon getting increasingly deeper, Ye Yuan’s train of thoughts 

also became clearer and clearer. 

As for how to refine, he was even more certain in his heart as well. 

Therefore, that was why he wanted to enter the Godsfall Mountain Range and search for this last spirit 

medicine: the Kunwu Flower. 

“Then Senior’s meaning is … the Dao Defying Pill can really help this Ye break through to the Deity 

Realm?” Ye Yuan could not refrain from asking. 

The young man smiled and said, “Huhu, I didn’t say that! Whether or not you can break through, it will 

depend on your good fortune. This kind of thing, even if Old Fart Immortal Grove personally comes 

around, he also would not dare to say that it can 100% succeed. I can only say that there’s a possibility!” 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled. The young man’s words undoubtedly boosted him much confidence. 

This one before his eyes was an existence that rode above Deity Realm. 

For him to say that it was possible was already extremely hard to come by. 

In these 100 thousand years, no idea how many people had once attempted to break through to Deity 

Realm before. But they all failed without exception. 

“Since that’s the case, pardon this junior for being impetuous, but I wonder if Senior can gift a Kunwu 

Flower.” Ye Yuan said with clasped hands. 



The young man froze and suddenly burst into laughter and said, “Interesting! Really interesting! Brat, 

your guts … are really not small!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not that Junior is gutsy, but that Junior is already driven to the wall! The 

Kunwu Flower might be very important to Senior. But to Junior, to the Divine Realm, it’s even more 

important! I think that since Senior is willing to show yourself and meet up, you don’t wish for the Divine 

Realm to fall utterly into enemy hands, right?” 

From the Kunwu Divine Wood’s attitude, Ye Yuan concluded that the other part at least did not much 

hostility towards him. 

Otherwise, he would not talk so much rubbish. 

“Heh, you, brat, are really quite interesting. No wonder Old Fart Immortal Grove picked you!” 

As the young man said, he held a palm up. A pink flower appeared in his hand. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1266: Empyrean Spirit Treasure! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, looking at the young man in amazement. 

He really did not expect that he actually obtained the Kunwu Flower so effortlessly. 

Before this, Ye Yuan thought of countless possibilities and was even prepared to fight to the bitter end. 

The only thing that he did not think of was that the other party actually gave it to him so 

magnanimously. 

Receiving the Kunwu Flower, Ye Yuan even had a feeling like he was dreaming. 

“Senior, this … Why?” Ye Yuan said in wonder. 

The young man smiled and said, “I’ve long already found that Deathsoul Tree to be an eyesore, and you 

did it beautifully! In addition, I have to give face to Old Fart Immortal Grove’s successor. As for whether 

or not it can succeed, that will depend on you.” 

Ye Yuan was stunned. He already heard ‘Immortal Grove’ this name more than once, but he did not 

know why this Divine Realm would be called Immortal Grove Region. 

Looking at it now, this ‘Immortal Grove’ seemed to be a person’s name! 

“May I ask Senior, just what is this ‘Immortal Grove’? Why do a lot of people call the Divine Realm as 

Immortal Grove Region?” Ye Yuan asked. 

Kunwu smiled and said, “Divine Realm is just what you yourselves call it. The path of Martial Dao, the so-

called Deity Realm, is merely just the starting point. The reason why the Divine Realm is called Immortal 

Grove Region is naturally that its sovereign is Old Fart Immortal Grove!” 

“Old Fart Immortal Grove?” Ye Yuan frowned and said. 
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Kunwu nodded and said, “Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove is this Immortal Grove Region’s founder, 

and also sovereign. Cultivation reaching a certain realm, one can hew open a world. This Immortal Grove 

Region is the world that Old Fart Immortal Grove opened up.” 

Not just Ye Yuan, everyone trembled all over when they heard these words. 

Establishing a world, this was simply inconceivable means! 

This Divine Realm that they lived in was actually established by a Martial Dao powerhouse! 

Could a person really accomplish to this extent? 

“E-Establishing a world! Senior, you aren’t joking around, right?” 

Even if Ye Yuan was experienced and knowledgeable, his expression currently also became 

incomparably fascinating. 

The impact of Kunwu’s words on him was too great. 

“Heh, I’m not so free to crack jokes with you! Establishing a world isn’t considered some noteworthy 

thing. But establishing a world like the Immortal Grove Region, that’s not what an ordinary person can 

accomplish. Telling you now, you can’t understand either. If there comes a day where you can leave this 

Immortal Grove Region, you’ll naturally understand,” Kunwu said. 

Ye Yuan sucked in a deep breath. This Kunwu’s words simply subverted the understanding of Martial 

Dao. 

He had never thought that this Divine Realm was actually established through artificial means! 

And also never thought that the human’s Martial Dao could attain such a terrifying realm. 

This kind of thing, if not for Kunwu personally saying it, no one could imagine it. 

‘Empyrean’ this term, Ye Yuan remembered it firmly in his heart. 

In an instant, he was filled with a yearning for this realm! 

A realm when achieved, one could establish a world. Just with his current strength, there was 

completely no way of imagining it. 

Only after a long time did Ye Yuan come back to his senses from the shock and said to Kunwu, “Senior, 

Heavenly Dao is missing. So why … do the existences inside this god-forbidden region seem to be 

unaffected?” 

Ye Yuan was very curious. Regardless of whether the Deathsoul Tree or this Kunwu Divine Wood in front 

of him, Ye Yuan could not fathom at all. 

This indicated that their boundary was what he was incapable of imagining. 

Unlike the old ancestor as well as Shi Potian, Ye Yuan could clearly sense that their realms were being 

suppressed. 



Kunwu smiled and said, “Because we all don’t belong to the Immortal Grove Region and didn’t attain 

Dao by practicing the laws here. So we won’t be suppressed by Heavenly Dao.” 

Ye Yuan was incredibly shocked. Turned out that all of them came from another world? 

But very soon, Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up and was just about to speak, but was beaten to it by Kunwu. 

“Don’t think anymore! This god-forbidden region’s existences, all can’t leave this region! Moreover, the 

Immortal Grove Region is already an arrow at the end of its flight and can’t endure us taking action at 

all. The moment we act, this Immortal Grove Region will probably not be far from utterly collapsing,” 

Kunwu said. 

Ye Yuan had a look of disappointment on his face. He was just thinking that the Kunwu Divine Wood was 

not restrained by thatHeavenly Dao, so maybe he could make a move to deal with Kanuo. Ye Yuan did 

not expect that it was actually this situation. 

He could not help saying gloomily, “Senior, what in the world happened to the Divine Realm? Why 

would Heavenly Dao be missing?” 

Kunwu shrugged his shoulders and said, “Because Old Fart Immortal Grove died!” 

This one sentence made Ye Yuan inwardly alarmed. 

A powerhouse that could establish a world would actually die too? 

Then what kind of existence would the powerhouse who killed him be like? 

Kunwu continued, “However … the Immortal Grove Region’s decline originally shouldn’t be so quick 

either. Five million years ago, Old Fart Immortal Grove severed his connection with the Immortal Grove 

Region. Ten to one, the odds are he’s dead. This Immortal Grove Region naturally declined with each 

passing day. But 100 thousand years ago, his lifeblood empyrean spirit treasure should have been 

refined by others, that’s why it would make the Immortal Grove Region’s Heavenly Dao become 

defective. Mystic Qi was drained empty, that’s why you all are unable to achieve Deity Realm.” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, and he muttered, “Lifeblood empyrean spirit treasure?” 

Kunwu looked at Ye Yuan with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Don’t you have it too? 

Furthermore … it’s even more than one!” 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled, and he opened his eyes wide and said in disbelief, “Senior is talking 

about … the Vast Heaven Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl?” 

Kunwu smiled and said, “Otherwise? Apart from the Soul Suppressing Pearl, what else can finish off 

Deathsoul Tree that guy?” 

These words, they actually carried thick grievances. 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he knew that the Kunwu Divine Wood seemed to be on rather bad terms 

with the Deathsoul Tree. 

However, Kunwu’s words still stirred up monstrous waves in Ye Yuan’s heart. 



He could not figure out all along, just what origins the Vast Heaven Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl had. 

Ye Yuan did not expect that they were actually the empyrean spirit treasures of the Immortal Grove 

Region’s sovereign, Immortal Grove Empyrean! 

This level of supreme existence was not what the average person could conjecture at all. 

No wonder even Absolute Heaven that kind of peerless powerhouses could not figure out the Vast 

Heaven Stele’s depths. 

“Old Fart Immortal Grove had three empyrean spirit treasures. One is the World Suppressing Stele, one 

is the Soul Suppressing Pearl, and one is the Universe Sword. These three empyrean spirit treasures are 

closely related to the Immortal Grove Region. Old Fart Immortal Grove used them to nurture these 

three empyrean spirit treasures. So the moment the Universe Sword was lost, this Immortal Grove 

Region suffered a heavy blow. From then on, there was no longer Divine Dao,” Kunwu spoke with 

confidence and composure. 

Ye Yuan sucked in a deep breath, but the astoundment in his heart kept failing to calm down. 

The impact that Kunwu’s words brought to him was too great. 

Every sentence that Kunwu uttered was this Immortal Grove Region’s extremely great heaven’s secret. 

The people of the Divine Realm lived here one lifetime after another, but they never knew that this was 

merely just a space that someone else established. 

In the end, they were merely frogs at the bottom of a well! 

Outside had even broader space! 

This 100 thousand years mystery was finally uncovered today. How could Ye Yuan not be shocked? 

And what Kunwu disclosed was far more than this 100 thousand years mystery. 

Ye Yuan never dreamed that the two inconceivable treasures which he obtained by chance were actually 

empyrean spirit treasures! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1267: Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art! 

“Senior, this junior still has a query.” 

“Speak.” 

“Breaking through Deity Realm requires mystic qi flooding the body. I wonder if there’s still any mystic qi 

in the Divine Realm?” 

Mystic qi flooding the body was also the most crucial link to breaking through to Deity Realm. 

This was not just the step that Fang Tian they all were most worried about, it was actually the step that 

Ye Yuan was most worried about as well. 
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Even if his Dao Defying Pill was really able to succeed, without mystic qi, he was likewise unable to break 

through to the Deity Realm. 

Kunwu smiled and said, “Mystic qi? Huhu, don’t you have it on you?” 

“I have it on me?” Ye Yuan had a blank look. 

“Heh, heaven and earth essence energy is merely the low-level form of mystic qi. Not reaching the Deity 

Realm, this Immortal Grove Region’s martial artists are totally unable to withstand mystic qi flooding the 

body. One empyrean spirit treasure is sufficient to support the Immortal Grove Region’s martial artists 

to break through to Deity Realm. These few years, the empyrean spirit treasure that sustained the 

Divine Realm’s mystic qi was precisely the Universe Sword! Now that the Universe Sword was refined by 

someone, mystic qi is naturally siphoned empty too. But inside the other two empyrean spirit treasures, 

there’s naturally mystic qi too,” Kunwu said. 

Ye Yuan said in amazement, “You’re saying that inside the Vast Heaven Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl 

both have mystic qi? But, how should I guide them out?” 

“No need to guide them out! If you can remake Heavenly Dao within your body, mystic qi will naturally 

come out. If you fail, it naturally won’t come out either,” Kunwu said. 

Ye Yuan did not expect that inside the Vast Heaven Stele actually hid mystic qi! 

Five million years ago, Fang Tian had once attempted to break through to the Deity Realm before but 

did not arouse mystic qi. 

If Fang Tian was able to find the method to add the finishing touch to Heavenly Dao, perhaps he would 

break through to the Deity Realm first. 

Of course, whether or not he could draw out mystic qi, even Kunwu was also uncertain. 

Maybe Ye Yuan was the same as Fang Tian, the final outcome being failure. 

“Many thanks for senior resolving my doubts! Ye Yuan is forever indebted!” Ye Yuan said with clasped 

hands. 

… 

After a bout of preparations, Ye Yuan planned on refining the pill on the spot! 

Kunwu did want to interrupt Ye Yuan. He just quietly watched by the side. 

On a table, over a hundred kinds of spirit medicines were arranged very densely. 

These hundred over types of spirit medicines were not anyhow picked. 

In order to select these hundred over kinds of spirit medicines, Ye Yuan had done God knows how many 

deductions and experiments before. 

By relying on his tiny hint of response towards Heavenly Dao, it was sifted out. 

In this life, when he was idle, he did countless deductions and verifications again. He did many 

modifications before finally deciding on this never-existed-before pill formula. 



“Big Brother, don’t know why, I … I’m so nervous!” White Light said with an anxious look. 

Ye Yuan scolded with a laugh, “You rascal, it’s just refining a medicinal pill. Is there a need?” 

“That might be the case, but this medicinal pill of yours concerns the Divine Realm’s life-and-death. Can I 

not be nervous? If it fails, there won’t be a chance to do a second try!” 

“Heh, when have your big brother failed before on refining pills?” Ye Yuan looked at White Light and 

said with overflowing confidence. 

White Light thought about it and said, “That’s true! Big Brother’s alchemy skills have long attained the 

acme of perfection already. However, can the Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art refine this Dao Defying 

Pill?” 

Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art was already the strongest alchemy technique under Deity Realm. 

But for this alchemy technique to refine this never before seen medicinal pill, White Light was not 

confident either. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not using the Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art this time!” 

White Light was stunned and said, “Not using the Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “If talking about refining methods, barely anyone is more familiar with it than 

me. Even if it’s the Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art, it’s also impossible to refine the Dao Defying Pill. 

Since I created this medicinal pill, I naturally have to create an even more impressive alchemy 

technique!” 

“Even more impressive alchemy technique? Big Brother … you concealed your skills so deeply!” White 

Light drew a cold breath. 

No one understood Ye Yuan better than him. He had never seen before Ye Yuan used any alchemy skill 

that was even more powerful. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This alchemy skill was created in my previous life. After perfecting in this life, 

it should be sufficient to take on great responsibilities.” 

“Big Brother, what is this alchemy skill called?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp, and he said, “Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art!” 

This was an experience that was hard to come by. Naturally, the situation could not be without Ren 

Dong, Xiao Ruyan, as well as grand-pupil Gu Yue. They were all called out by Ye Yuan to watch and learn. 

Putting aside Ren Dong and Xiao Ruyan, Gu Yue’s strength these past few years also advanced by leaps 

and bounds. 

Of course, he learned from the fundamental level; hence he was much slower than Ren Dong and Xiao 

Ruyan. 

But his strength was indisputable. 



“The pill refinement this time is where the quintessence of everything that Master learned in his lifetime 

lies. You all watch carefully. How much you can comprehend will depend on your individual fortunes,” 

Ye Yuan said to the three people. 

The three people all nodded their heads solemnly, all being incredibly excited. 

They already knew that what Ye Yuan was going to refine this time could be said to be the number one 

pill in 100 thousand years! 

As for the Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art, it was also their first time hearing. But they did not doubt 

in the slightest that this was an alchemy skill that reached the acme of perfection! 

Taking care of everything, Ye Yuan started refining the pill. 

Ye Yuan dripped a drop of blood essence into the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron. The Dragon Sovereign 

Cauldron’s dragon pressure immediately billowed into the sky! 

With Ye Yuan’s current peak sacred rank dragon blood, he could already deploy the Dragon Sovereign 

Cauldron’s power to the greatest. 

The current Dragon Sovereign Cauldron was already a half-divine artifact rivaling the Vast Heaven 

Pagoda. 

But the refinement this time was greatly different from everyone’s impression in the past. 

In the past, the feeling that Ye Yuan’s pill refinement gave them was exhilarating! 

Not just exhilarating, but breathtaking. 

But this time, just extracting and purifying the medicinal embryo, Ye Yuan spent a full three day’s time! 

Spirit medicines being many was one aspect. But Ye Yuan’s method of purification was vastly different 

from before. 

The medicinal embryos that Ye Yuan refined, in the end, was not one, but nine! 

Each main ingredient, he would refine a medicinal embryo on its own. 

Seeing this scene, Xiao Ruyan and the rest were all extremely amazed. 

“What’s grand-master doing here? Could it be that he’s going to refine nine medicinal pills?” Gu Yue said 

in wonder. 

Xiao Ruyan rolled her eyes at him and said, “Do you think that the Dao Defying Pill is nine medicinal 

pills?” 

Ren Dong said, “Refining these nine medicinal embryos doesn’t have any difficulty to Master. But 

refining these nine medicinal embryos into one medicinal pill is as hard as ascending to the heavens!” 

Xiao Ruyan nodded and said, “Refining the Dao Defying Pill is not mixing these spirit medicines together, 

but combining into a complete Heavenly Dao! In the process of refinement, not only does one have to 

focus on the medicinal pill’s refinement, they even have to rely on their comprehension toward Alchemy 



Dao and fused these medicinal embryos together organically. One can say that refining this Dao Defying 

Pill is a tiny little world!” 

Refining the medicinal embryos, Ye Yuan finally started refining. 

But the moment he made his move, Xiao Ruyan and the others were all shocked! 

“This … Isn’t this the refining method of the Greater Phaseless Art? A … A Tier 1 alchemy skill to refine 

the Dao Defying Pill?” Gu Yue said in shock. 

Xiao Ruyan was likewise incomparably shocked and exclaimed, “You guys, look! It became the Lesser 

Phaseless Art! No, wait, this is another skill! This … What in the world is going on here?” 

Kunwu originally watched Ye Yuan refine and purify the medicinal embryos calmly. But the moment he 

took action, his gaze revealed glimmers of brilliant light! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1268: Great Dao Resonance! 

Among the people present, no one understood what Dao was better than Kunwu. 

Ye Yuan’s refining method looked simple to the extreme, but every movement contained the lingering 

charm of Dao. 

His disciples exclaimed with admiration because they could not understand Ye Yuan’s Dao. 

The two party’s realms were too far apart. 

Kunwu clearly did not know alchemy. But from the disciples’ marveling exclamations, he could guess 

that what Ye Yuan used were all the most basic alchemy techniques. 

But what Ye Yuan used was not the most basic alchemy skills. 

Seemingly contradictory, this was actually the sublimation of returning to one’s original simplicity. 

This was the Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art! 

“Huhu, somewhat interesting! This boy might really succeed!” Kunwu said with a laugh. 

Xiao Ruyan looked towards Kunwu in surprise, plucked up her courage, and asked, “Senior, did you 

perceive something? I see that what Master used are all Tier 1 alchemy techniques. We all know them! 

Can this kind of technique refine the Dao Defying Pill?” 

With her asking, everyone perked their ears up, wanting to hear Kunwu’s evaluation. 

Especially White Light, he still heard that Ye Yuan created some Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art 

previously. In the end, what he used was all some of the simplest refining techniques. 

He naturally knew that Ye Yuan was not joking around. But he really could not tell what difference Ye 

Yuan’s techniques had from Tier 1 alchemy techniques. 
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“Tier 1 alchemy techniques? Haha, nay, nay! Your master has already reached the boundary of seeing 

the mountain as a mountain still, and seeing the water as water still! Your disparity with him is too far 

away, so you can’t understand,” Kunwu said with a loud laugh. 

Xiao Ruyan’s eyes lit up, and she made a detailed inquiry, “Senior, please resolve my confusion!” 

Kunwu gave her a glance and said with a smile, “One will never achieve their goals without doing things 

a step at a time. Not accumulating small streams, there’s no way to become a river or sea. Where Dao 

lies isn’t fleeting and ephemeral but inside every little bit. I don’t know alchemy, but myriad Great Daos 

all lead to the same destination. Tier 1 alchemy skills are the simplest, but also where the roots of 

alchemy techniques lie. When you guys cultivate to an extremely high realm, then turn back to look at it, 

maybe there will be a different feeling. Of course, with your current realms, it’s still far away!” 

When everyone heard that, they were all dumbstruck! 

Only then did they know what kind of profound realm Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao already reached. 

This kind of realm completely had no way of using words to describe. 

Xiao Ruyan trio exchanged glances, all smiling bitterly in the end. 

Ye Yuan letting them out was naturally in order to let them sense the true Alchemy Dao a little. 

Unfortunately, no matter how they looked, Ye Yuan was also refining a Tier 1 medicinal pill. 

The three of them had all been drilled by Ye Yuan before and were all too familiar with Tier 1 alchemy 

techniques. 

All of them, any one of the techniques could easily achieve entering the Legendary Realm. 

But now, only when they watched Ye Yuan refine pills did they know that their road was still long! 

Time went by day after day. In a blink of an eye, it was 10 days. 

In these 10 days, there was nothing exciting. 

Ye Yuan was constantly using the simplest alchemy techniques to refine the pill, unhurried and 

unremarkable. 

But the expressions on the faces of Xiao Ruyan they all gradually became solemn. 

Ye Yuan was refining nine medicinal embryos at the same time. But with 10 days, they gradually gained 

some level of attainment. 

At this time, they finally somewhat understood Kunwu’s words. 

Ordinary Tier 1 alchemy skills were absolutely unable to refine these nine medicinal embryos at the 

same time. 

Nine medicinal embryos, inside them contained over a hundred types of spirit medicines. The difficulty 

of control was absolutely the entire Divine Realm’s peak. 

But in 10 days, Ye Yuan did not make a hint of mistake! 



This was simply something that one did not dare imagine. 

Hence, the only possibility was that Ye Yuan’s alchemy techniques, they really could not understand. 

Too profound! 

Suddenly, everyone’s faces changed. Clouds gathered in the sky. Rays of sunglow fluctuated as if 

something major was going to happen. 

Kunwu took a look at the sky and said laughed as he said with narrowed eyes, “Heh heh, aroused the 

resonance of Great Dao! This boy is truly remarkable! Old Fart Immortal Grove might have a qualified 

successor!” 

... 

Rumble ... 

Above the skies of the entire Divine Realm, multi-colored sunglow rippled, shining upon the land until it 

became a gorgeous color. 

Above the ninth heaven, thunder clapped and clouds rolled, heading over to the south! 

At the dragon clan in the Demon Region, Fang Tian raised his head and looked at the sky, rays of brilliant 

light glimmering in his gaze. 

“What happened? Who can actually cause such a heaven and earth phenomenon!” Fang Tian said in 

shock. 

“Senior, looking at this commotion, it seems to be heading south. It’s precisely the direction of the 

Godsfall Mountain Range. Could ... Ye Yuan have broken through to Deity Realm?” By the side, Teng 

Yun’s eyes lit up and said in surprise. 

Fang Tian darted him a glance and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “You’re thinking too much! 

Forget about breaking through to the Grotto Profound Deity Realm, even if breaking through to the 

Origin Deity Realm, it’s also impossible for the entire Divine Realm to have such a heaven and earth 

phenomenon appear! Such celestial phenomena, there’s probably only those existences in the god-

forbidden region that can trigger it. I’m afraid that ...” 

Teng Yun’s hopes that had just ignited was extinguished by Fang Tian. 

Indeed, this kind of heaven and earth phenomenon already lasted a full three day’s time. Moreover, the 

scope spread to the entire Divine Realm. 

Even if Ye Yuan broke through to Deity Realm, it was also impossible to cause such a terrifying heaven 

and earth phenomenon. 

This kind of heaven and earth phenomenon, there were no records of it in the Divine Realm’s history at 

all. 

Even if those Origin Deity Realm powerhouses, it was also not possible to make the entire Divine Realm 

so turbulent. 



Suddenly, Fang Tian shut his eyes. When Teng Yun saw the situation, he exclaimed, “Senior, you 

mustn’t!” 

His voice has yet to fade, and then only to see Fang Tian spewed out a mouthful of blood with a puff. 

All of a sudden, Fang Tian seemed to have aged considerably! 

Fang Tian looked up at the sky and murmured, “Heaven Dao can’t be pried into! I hope that Ye Yuan can 

return safely!” 

... 

At the same time, Kanuo slowly opened his eyes, his expression becoming very ugly! 

“This is Great Dao resonance! That brat wouldn’t really have succeeded, right?” 

“Heh, scared? You, this old fellow, are also nothing more than this!” Yue Ji suddenly appeared and said 

with a cold smile. 

“Humph! Right now, it’s him and me competing on time! When this deity has swept across the Divine 

Realm, even if he attains Dao and becomes a deity, so what? Dispatch the orders, three days later, 

launch a general offensive against the Demon Region! We have to exterminate the demon race at all 

costs! This deity doesn’t believe that Fang Tian can still stop it this time!” Kanuo said disdainfully. 

Yue Ji’s eyes lit up, and she said, “You already recovered your strength?” 

“Otherwise, what do you think? Relax, everything is under this deity’s control! Even if that brat really 

becomes a deity and returns, he can’t escape the palm of my hand either, hahaha ...” Talking to the 

back, Kanuo let out a wild laugh. 

Yue Ji’s gaze flickered but did not know where Kanuo’s confidence lay. 

... 

In the Godsfall Mountain Range, rays of sunglow descended from the sky, converging into the Dragon 

Sovereign Cauldron. 

Xiao Ruyan and the rest who were by the side were long dumbfounded from watching already. 

They had never seen before that refining medicinal pills could trigger such a heaven and earth 

phenomenon. 

Rumble ... 

Suddenly, the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron started trembling violently! 

This scene made everyone’s faces change! 

Boom! 

It was only to hear a loud bang, and that Dragon Sovereign Cauldron actually directly exploded. 

A terrifying energy swept out. 
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Chapter 1269: Great Dao Pill Refinement! 

“Big Brother Yuan!” 

“Big Brother!” 

“Master!” 

... 

Several shouts sounded at the same time, the voices full of panic and fear. 

The half-divine artifact, Dragon Sovereign Cauldron, actually could not withstand the pressure of 

Heavenly Dao, and broke down at once! 

The Dragon Sovereign Cauldron’s fragments scattered everywhere. A tremendous impact force flew 

towards everyone. 

Kunwun just casually waved a hand and completely wiped out those fragments. 

But this was not the most important thing! 

The most important thing was that the medicinal cauldron exploded, what should Ye Yuan do about the 

medicinal pill? 

When they focused their eyes and looked over, they could not help being pleasantly surprised! 

In front of Ye Yuan, a Tai Chi diagram formed. 

In the center of the Tai Chi diagram, nine medicinal embryos were still being smelted by the Cleansing 

Sandal Sacred Flame! 

That Tai Chi diagram was incomparably profound. Ye Yuan took his time to perform the alchemy skills 

and was not the least bit moved by the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron’s collapse. 

The current Ye Yuan already entered an extremely profound state. 

Ye Yuan was clearly refining pills there, but Xiao Ruyan they all had an unreal feeling. 

It was as if there was no Ye Yuan there. 

What was there was just the vague and insubstantial Heavenly Dao. 

The current Ye Yuan seemed to have incarnated to become Heavenly Dao! 

This kind of wondrous spectacle was simply inconceivable. 

“Great Dao pill refinement! This is the legendary Great Dao pill refinement! Hahaha ... I didn’t expect 

that this kind of marvelous spectacle actually appeared in an empyrean world! Old Fart Immortal 

Grove, oh Old Fart Immortal Grove, I really didn’t expect that your empyrean world that’s about to 

collapse actually produced such a figure! I look forward very much to whether or not he can give off a 

brilliant light over there!” Kunwu suddenly laughed loudly and said. 
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Xiao Ruyan they all were drawn over by Kunwu’s laughter. Clearly, they were also very curious about Ye 

Yuan’s current state. 

“Senior, what’s this Great Dao pill refinement ... that you speak of?” Xiao Ruyan asked. 

At this time, Kunwu’s gaze when looking at Ye Yuan already became different. 

Before this, he was using a talking-down attitude to view Ye Yuan. 

There was even a tiny hint of pity. 

The Kunwu Divine Wood had lived for god knows how many years. One could even say that he was an 

existence that watched the Immortal Grove Region’s rise and decline. 

Toward this empyrean world’s humans, they were lowly existences to him. 

This sort of condescension was born in the bones. He could not change it! 

But at this moment, Kunwu unknowingly got rid off that unconscious superiority feeling. 

When he saw this scene happen, he finally looked squarely at Ye Yuan, this lowly person of an empyrean 

world. 

“Saw that Tai Chi diagram?” Kunwu said. 

Xiao Ruyan froze and said, “Saw it. Isn’t that condensed and formed by Master with the power of array 

formations?” 

Kunwu laughed in spite of himself and said, “Array formation? Hahaha ... That isn’t array formation! 

That’s this Immortal Grove Region’s Heavenly Dao, materialized Heavenly Dao, remaining Heavenly 

Dao!” 

“H-Heavenly Dao! Senior, you aren’t joking, right?” Xiao Ruyan’s mouth opened into a circle and was 

incredibly shocked. 

Not just her, everyone had disbelieving looks. They all thought that Kunwu was joking. 

What was Heavenly Dao? 

That was a fleeting and ephemeral existence! 

An completely intangible existence! 

Martial artists could go and comprehend Heavenly Dao, but how could one possibly use Heavenly Dao to 

refine pills. 

This ... This was too ludicrous! 

It was something that was completely impossible to happen. 

But Kunwu said with a disdainful smile, “Heavenly Dao isn’t as mysterious as you all imagine. The 

Heavenly Dao that you all cultivate is merely the Dao of someone else! This place is Old Fart Immortal 

Grove’s empyrean world. So the Heavenly Dao that you guys cultivate is all just his Dao. Therefore, as 

long as you all are still inside this Immortal Grove Region, it’s forever impossible for you all to surpass 



him. In fact, you guys can’t even touch the heels of his feet. If you guys can cultivate to one-ten 

thousandth of his, that’s already an invincible existence.” 

Everyone exchanged glances, wanting to refute, but was also unable to refute. 

Kunwu’s words were naturally strategically situated in an advantageous position. 

The things that he knew were what they were unable to imagine. 

Furthermore, according to the situation that they knew, what Kunwu said was totally right! 

Looking at everyone’s astonished faces, Kunwu continued to speak with fervor and assurance, 

“However, that’s impossible! The realm of Empyrean is what you all are completely unable to imagine. 

At Old Fart Immortal Grove’s prime, it was also when the Immortal Grove Region’s Heavenly Dao was at 

its most powerful and flourishing! That Heavenly Dao, even I have to give way to avoid conflict too! But 

unfortunately now ... huhu, a hairless phoenix is inferior to a chicken!” 

“This ... Senior, you haven’t said what is Great Dao pill refining?” 

Kunwu disparaging the Divine Realm’s Heavenly Dao like this, Xiao Ruyan naturally felt a little upset in 

her heart. 

It was just that she also knew what Kunwu said was the truth. 

If not because of this, how could Deity Realm dwindle to zero? 

Kunwu glanced at her and said with a smile, “The little lass isn’t willing to submit still! But, my, Old 

Kun’s, mood today is pretty good, I won’t fuss over it with you. Saying that the Heavenly Dao is not 

good, actually doesn’t have the intention of belittling it, but it’s saying that that master of yours is very 

strong! Great Dao pill refinement is refining medicinal pills with Great Dao as the furnace!” That master 

of yours triggered Great Dao resonance; this in itself is already something very seldom-seen. But I didn’t 

expect that he could actually even harness Heavenly Dao, refining the pill with Great Dao! Truly 

inconceivable!” 

When the few people heard Kunwu’s words, all of them were shocked until they could not close their 

mouths. 

Using Heavenly Dao to refine pills, this kind of thing, just thinking about it made one’s back run cold. 

If not for Kunwu’s guidance, they would not dare to imagine at all that the Tai Chi diagram was actually 

the incarnation of Heavenly Dao! 

Spreading this sort of thing, other people would definitely think that they were lunatics! 

Kunwu said slowly, “For this boy to be able to harness Heavenly Dao, it shows that he has already 

obtained the Immortal Grove Heavenly Dao’s recognition. This is naturally not unrelated to the World 

Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl. But to be able to accomplish this step, it isn’t merely 

related to those two items. Starting from today, he is different from you all already. He shall lord over all 

of you, becoming this Immortal Grove Region’s true god!” 

The more they heard, the more shocked they became! 



They were naturally very happy in their hearts to hear Kunwu’s words. But there was even more 

incredulity! 

Kunwu’s every word struck viciously onto their hearts, making them feeling breathless. 

The few people’s gazes when looking at Ye Yuan again all became different. 

Especially, Li-er, who was his lover! 

Her lover was actually going to tower above all life now! 

The feelings at this time were very complicated. 

Kunwu continued with his words hell-bent on shocking people to death and said, “Heh, triggering 

Heavenly Dao with Alchemy Dao, and obtaining Immortal Grove’s recognition from there! This boy truly 

amazes people! From now on, he can be said to have truly inherited Immortal Grove’s mantle! When his 

strength reaches a certain realm, he will be able to become this Immortal Grove Region’s new master! 

Even though this is just a dilapidated world.” 

But regarding all this, Ye Yuan himself seemed to be oblivious to it. 

He was already immersed in his own Dao. Refining the Dao Defying Pill was no longer a mission to him; it 

was to savor the feeling of sensing the Heavenly Dao. 

This kind of feeling made his entire person feel like he was walking on clouds. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1270: Dao Defying Formed, Divine Realm in Danger! 

In order to take revenge in this life, that was the reason why Ye Yuan stepped onto the martial path. 

Even though his Martial Dao talent was exceedingly high, in his bones, he was still that alchemist who 

pursued the limits of Alchemy Dao unrelentingly. 

Before reincarnating, Ye Yuan’s comprehension of Alchemy Dao already reached a profound level. 

Otherwise, he also could not create the Dao Defying Pill, such a fantastical medicinal pill. 

But in the previous life, his divine soul realm was lacking and kept feeling that there was a layer of 

windowpane paper not poked through. 

In this life, not only did he obtain the Medicine God’s Soul Canon, he even obtained several Divine Dao 

cultivation methods and martial techniques, and his comprehension towards Heavenly Dao was even 

deeper. 

In addition, he acquired the World Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl in this life. All of the 

elements added up, formed the present Ye Yuan. 

This Ten Directions Heaven Seizing Art, as Ye Yuan refined the pills using this technique, his entire 

person gradually became sublimated. 

Through this Tai Chi diagram in front of him, Ye Yuan actually felt a sense of looking down on all life. 
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Right now, he felt like he was refining a medicinal pill with heaven and earth as the furnace! 

Finally, the Dao Defying Pill’s refinement entered the final juncture. 

That Tai Chi diagram suddenly released a dazzling light, piercing until everyone could not open their 

eyes. 

With Ye Yuan as the center, it formed an enormous vortex. Terrifying essence energy swarmed over 

towards this vortex. 

It was akin to trickling streams, converging to form a sea. 

Ye Yuan was completely enveloped by the light. Outside, Li-er and the rest already completely could not 

see what was happening inside anymore. 

They only sensed that it was as if the entire world was exerting great efforts for Ye Yuan to refine the 

medicinal pill! 

“If not for seeing it with my own eyes, I wouldn’t believe at all that one could still refine like this! This is 

the true perfection of Alchemy Dao!” Gu Yue said with an emotional sigh. 

He was born in an alchemy path noble family, his horizons exceedingly high. But this spectacle in front of 

him, he did not dare to imagine at all. 

This sight was deeply engraved in his mind, becoming his lifelong pursuit. 

Of course, not just him, Ren Dong also smiled bitterly and said, “These few years, I cultivated bitterly 

every minute and second. Originally, I thought that I could approach Master a little. But only now do I 

know that we are people from completely different worlds with him! However, I’ll definitely catch up to 

his footsteps.” 

Spurred into motion under this vortex, nine medicinal embryos were currently revolving at extremely 

high speed. 

The faster the vortex spun, the faster the medicinal embryos spun as well. 

Gradually, that massive light contracted, becoming smaller and smaller. 

That Tai Chi diagram was similarly gradually shrinking. 

Finally, all of the storms converged onto Ye Yuan’s palm. 

A dark red medicinal pill suspended above his palm quietly. 

Everyone scrambled forward, all sizing up the pill and Ye Yuan like curious babies. 

“Big Brother, how ... do you feel?” White Light said. 

“Master, this is the Dao Defying Pill? I can’t tell what special aspects it has! Such a heaven-defying pill 

actually doesn’t even have pill tribulation!” Xiao Ruyan said. 



Ye Yuan smiled but said nothing. But Kunwu came up and said with a smile, “Refining the pill with Great 

Dao, this medicinal pill obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao. Even Heavenly Dao didn’t say 

anything, who would send down heavenly tribulation?” 

“Grand-teacher, you’re really too amazing! In my view, an Alchemy God is nothing more than this, 

right?” Gu Yue sighed with admiration. 

Ye Yuan sized up the Dao Defying Pill in the palm of his hand. But this current mood was unusually calm, 

far from the anticipation and uneasiness before the refinement. 

He knew that he must have succeeded! 

Kunwu smiled and said, “Fine lad, you already obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao. In the future, 

when your strength is sufficient, you’ll be able to replace Old Fart Immortal Grove, becoming this 

empyrean world’s master!” 

Kunwu thought that Ye Yuan would be extremely excited by this news. After all, in his opinion, the 

master of an empyrean world, that was a supreme existence. 

Even he could not achieve this step either. 

But he was disappointed. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was very calm and was not moved in the slightest over this sentence. 

“Master of an empyrean world is it? Senior, even if I really became the Immortal Grove Region’s 

controller, what I walk will just be Senior Immortal Grove’s Dao as well. Although his Dao is strong, if I 

walk according to his path, I’ll never surpass him for life” Ye Yuan said calmly. 

Kunwu’s gaze turned intent, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

He did not think that Ye Yuan actually said such a thing! 

Controlling an empyrean world, even a dilapidated empyrean world, this was a tremendous temptation 

outside. 

Few people could resist this kind of temptation! 

But Ye Yuan actually said this kind of words that swept down irresistibly from a commanding height. It 

truly made him sigh endlessly with admiration. 

If this were in the outside world, Kunwu absolutely would not be surprised. 

But this was the Immortal Grove Region! 

To him, Ye Yuan was a mortal! 

A mortal, suddenly controlling a world, becoming the hegemon of a world, how great a temptation was 

this? 

But Ye Yuan was actually unmoved! 



“Heh, you, boy, are indeed extraordinary. No wonder you can get picked by Immortal Grove! What you 

said is right, any great achiever must have their own Dao. It’s just that even though this path has 

limitless potential, it’s incomparably arduous. There are really barely anyone with the courage to walk 

this path,” Kunwu said solemnly. 

Kunwu still had some words that he did not say. It was not that there were none who walked this path, 

but the majority of them all failed. 

In other words, to the vast majority, they were all overestimating their ability! 

Moreover, Ye Yuan had not walked out of this empyrean world yet. 

These words were a bit too boastful. 

How could Ye Yuan not perceive Kunwu’s insinuation? It was just that he did not care and said smilingly, 

“I’d rather be ground to dust than fade into mediocrity!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s resolute eyes, Kuneu fell silent and did not speak. 

In his heart, he was somewhat disdainful. 

Ye Yuan’s talent was indeed terrifying, but that was also merely just in this empyrean world. 

The outside world’s powerhouses’ starting points were different from this empyrean world! 

But toward Ye Yuan’s way of thinking, Kunwu still secretly praised with admiration. 

To be able to have such ideas, it was already not that easy. 

“Haha, it’s far away! Food has to be eaten mouthful by mouthful. Now isn’t the time to sit and debate 

on Dao. When I resolve the crisis of the fiend race, it won’t be too late to think about these again,” Ye 

Yuan laughed loudly and said. 

“Master, are you going to consume this Dao Defying Pill right now?” Xiao Ruyan said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Time won’t wait for me! I’m currently racing with Kanuo, it will depend on 

who can run faster! Wait for me to adjust my breathing for a bit, and I’ll prepare to break through!” 

Ye Yuan did not have much time to waste. He knew that Kanuo was also seizing every minute and 

second to recover his strength. 

Entering this Godsfall Mountain Range already wasted a lot of time. 

Now, it will depend on who could succeed first! 

A day later, Ye Yuan’s Essence, Energy, Spirit, were all adjusted to their peak condition. He delivered that 

dark red Dao Defying Pill into his mouth. 

... 

At virtually the same time, Kanuo finally exited seclusion and led the fiend race army to bear down upon 

the borders! 



The fiend race retaliating in full force, making Fang Tian realize that Kanuo was probably not far from 

leaving seclusion already. 

Hence, he pulled back all of the lines of defense and withdrew all of the humans back to the Demon 

Region, planning to deal with this final battle. 

“Fang Tian, this deity is back! Starting from today, this Immortal Grove Region, belongs to me, Kanuo!” 

Kanuo’s voice was akin to rolling thunders, reverberating through the skies of the dragon clan. 


